Sound Shadow Sound Masking Systems: Workspace Solutions for Efficiency and Speech Privacy

With the development and popularity of the open office plan, acoustic design in today’s work environment has become much more prevalent. Why is acoustic design important?

Proper attention to acoustic design has a measurable effect on the bottom line. If we look at our people as the engine to our organizations, taking measures to make that engine run with greater efficiency has shown to have proven results.

Research has indicated that the dollar value benefit of appropriately designed offices are substantial, as are the costs of poorly designed ones. Workplace measurability affects performance, job satisfaction, and ease and quality of interactions, which are important bottom line measures for any organization. **80% of company costs per annum are spent on people.**

**Building costs over the course of ten years:**

- **80%** people
- **10%** technology
- **10%** operations and workplace.

(Data from BOMA Building Owners and Managers Association)

**Benefits of Sound Masking**

- **Satisfaction** - Sound Masking can help decrease one of the most pervasive complaints within today’s workplace: distractions.
- **Privacy** - Allowing personnel to work in comfort with an acceptable level of background noise. Keeping confidential conversations confidential.
- **Efficiency** - Multiple third party studies show the positive effects of acoustical design to increase workspace efficiency by up to 18% with a reduction in distractions
- **Cost** - The cost outlay for design build or retrofitted acoustical design is commonly covered within one year of operation based on efficiency increases.
- **Compliance** - Maintaining speech privacy guidelines in Healthcare (HIPAA) and Financial (GLBA) facilities is a responsibility of the organization.

**Sound. It’s All Relative**

Many spaces that are perceived to have a noise problem actually have a quiet problem. It’s so quiet that you can hear a pin drop. You can also hear and understand many of the conversations around you. Sound, like many things in life, is best understood in relative terms. We have all heard someone say “I can’t hear you,” while the water is running or observe, “It was so quiet, you could hear a pin drop.” These are statements concerning the relative level of sound; that is, relative to the background or ambient sound level. We hear that dripping faucet only when the house is quiet ... usually when we are trying to sleep.

Silence is Golden? No, not always.

It is very important to remember that Silence is Not Golden where speech privacy and overall comfort in the office is concerned. This is especially true of open plan space. “The quieter the better,” is not what provides for a comfortable, efficient environment. Silence is very disconcerting to most people and must be avoided.
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Modular or Central Masking Systems

SoundShadow® masking systems deliver a uniform level of properly tuned masking sound through speakers which are usually concealed above a suspended ceiling. Our Master Control Unit M-101 provides a signal to as many as 16 speakers. Our Shadow Central system can provide a signal to an extensive number of speakers. All components meet applicable national codes. Installation and relocation is easy, most components “snap” together.

SoundShadow® by Sound Management Group provides state of the art technology to the field of acoustical design with sound masking systems:

**Advanced:** Solid State Circuitry and digital masking source are contained within one master unit to control zones of up to 4,000 square feet each. Each zone is independently controlled from a source within the zone or at a central location.

**Unobtrusive:** SoundShadow® masking units can be placed above a drop ceiling, flush mounted in drywall or mounted in an exposed deck providing function without compromising aesthetics.

Optional Features: Paging and Alarms

SoundShadow® can easily be configured to include paging and emergency alarm features. Paging is via a code-protected dial up number, allowing authorized personnel to make announcements over the masking system. In addition to the paging feature, it is possible to pre-record messages which can then be activated using the secure dial-in line.

Installation Timed Attenuator TV

SoundShadow® system has an optional feature that will allow the volume to be ramped up over a period from 5 to 15 days. The masking volume will start below ambient and ramp-up at 1/4 decibel steps over the period selected until it reaches the desired final volume. Ideal for occupied space where the introduction of masking should not be perceived by the occupants.

Octave Band Graphic Equalizer E

This option allows the installer/tuner to achieve virtually any spectrum distribution of the masking sound. While the basic options are frequently within the preferred spectrum, a more tailored audio spectrum may be preferred. The SoundShadow® E-101 1/3 octave 28-band graphic equalizer enables this precise tuning.

For more information on SoundShadow® Sound Masking visit: www.soundmanagementgroup.com or call us at 800-221-0580 for more information including our full range of acoustic control products.